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2 Perspectives on retail and consumer goods Number 7, January 2019 A new year is an opportunity for renewal—a fresh start, a time to recommit to
long-standing goals or to pursue new ones, a chance to get reenergized and build momentum for the year ahead
Perspectives on retail and consumer goods
Perspectives on retail and consumer goods We have seen some consumer companies (and even entire segments in some industries, such as
midmarket fashion) struggling, but we have also seen many impressive success stories as companies take full advantage of major trends that have
been transforming the consumer sector Some companies
SPECIAL EDITION | MAY 2017 PERSPECTIVES ON RETAIL …
What impact will the digital transformation have on the FMCG industry? What will it mean for the consumer, retailer and manufacturer? And what
can we learn from digital disruption in other industries? This edition of Perspectives on Retail Technology offers a point of view on two closely
connected enablers in answer to these questions
GET WITH THE PROGRAM - Nielsen
of the consumer’s wallet,” said Louise Keely, executive vice president, Nielsen Global Retail Practice “But loyalty programs cannot be designed in a
one-size-fits-all manner There are big differences in loyalty program preferences and habits across countries, and across consumer groups within
countries
2019 Retail Outlook Transition ahead - Deloitte United States
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retail industry 2018 left the industry with a lot to digest—a strong US economy, a record-breaking holiday season, mixed retail earnings, some highprofile bankruptcies, along with global trade and economic tensions Bolstered by a strong labor market, growth in disposable personal income, and
…
Capgemini Perspectives: The automation advantage in the ...
6 Capgemini Perspectives: The automation advantage in the consumer products and retail (CPR) industry Manufacturers are no longer separated
from their customers, nor are retailers disconnected from the earliest stages of the supply chain INTRODUCTION Today, …
Patterns Shifted Towards Digital?
that retail will continue to grow and develop throughout 2019 According to Aviliani, another INDEF economist, the first sector that will develop is the
retail sector, because 70 percent of the Indonesian population is of productive age In an uncertain retail business environment, Deloitte Southeast
Asia conducted a retail consumer survey and
Focus on Retail Competition - Federal Trade Commission
Competition and Consumer Protection Perspectives on Electric Power Regulatory Reform: Focus on Retail Competition Competition and Consumer
Protection Perspectives on Electric Power Regulatory Reform: Focus on Retail Competition Executive Summary In the 1990's, both the federal
government and the states sought to spur competition in
Africa's consumer market potential - Brookings Institution
expansion in retail and distribution In fact, consumer expenditure on the continent has grown at a compound annual rate of 39 percent market
sector, discussing trends and perspectives
Retail and consumer IFRS 15 solutions - PwC
PwC We first published ‘Issues and Solutions for the Retail and Consumer Goods Industries’ in 2008 to provide perspectives on a range of financial
reporting issues specific to …
Supermarket retailers’ perspectives on healthy food retail ...
retail Existing research, mostly examining small food stores, suggests that food retailers are challenged by higher costs, limited demand, and few
supplier incentives for more healthy foods [18–20] Within this body of research, few have sought to uncover food retailers ’ perspectives on healthy
food retail and their stocking practices
Retail 2020: Retrospect, Reinvent, Rewrite
Leadership Perspectives on Trends in Indian Retail The Boston Consulting Group (BCG) is a global management consulting firm and the world’s
leading advisor on business strategy We partner with clients from the private, public, and not-for- • Rapid consumer evolution: Greater brand
recognition, trading up, need for modern shopping
The Big Four Economic Indicators: February Real Retail Sales
The Big Four Economic Indicators: February Real Retail Sales March 17, 2020 by Jill Mislinski of Advisor Perspectives Note: With the release of
February Retail Sales and the Consumer Price Index, we've updated this commentary to include
SELF-CHECKOUT: FPO A GLOBAL CONSUMER PERSPECTIVE
In retail, self-checkout is used extensively in supermarkets, mass merchants/hypermarkets, convenience stores and home improvement stores and
has strong consumer acceptance Since its inception, shoppers have gravitated towards self-checkout when they are purchasing a smaller basket,
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typically less than 15 items Globally, consumers said
Sustainable fashion - A survey on global perspectives
Contents Executive summary /01 About the survey /02 Global findings /03 Cities /17 Conclusion /27 About /29 Source: Redress 1 G a on on artnershi
and a member firm of the G network of indeendent member firms affiliated with G nternational Cooerative G nternational a Swiss
Arizona: Overview of Retail Competition Plan and Market ...
Competition and Consumer Protection Perspectives on Electric Power Regulatory Reform: Focus on Retail Competition Arizona: Overview of Retail
Competition Plan and Market Response Administrator and Start Date The Electric Competition Act (HB 2663), which was signed May 29, 1998,
allowed for a phase in approach to competition beginning with 20% of
Retail and Consumer Services
CGI in the Retail and Consumer Services industry In the retail and consumer services industry, our 5,800 experts and broad portfolio of services and
solutions help companies drive digital transformation to enable seamless, real-time and personalized customer experiences, create new revenue
The Big Four Economic Indicators: December Real Retail Sales
The Big Four Economic Indicators: December Real Retail Sales January 16, 2020 by Jill Mislinski of Advisor Perspectives Note: With the release of
December Retail Sales and the Consumer Price Index, we've updated this
Perspectives on Federal Retail Food Grading
Perspectives on Federal Retail Food Grading, pre-of changes and modifications in the present food would facilitate consumer choice in buying food
The assessment was requested by the Chairman of the Senate SelectCom- mittee on Nutrition and Human Needs and endorsed by the Chairman of
the
RECOVERY OF UTILITY FIXED COSTS: UTILITY, CONSUMER ...
RECOVERY OF UTILITY FIXED COSTS: UTILITY, CONSUMER, ENVIRONM ENTAL AND ECONOMIST PERSPECTIVES Lisa Wood, Institute for
Electric Innovation and The Edison Foundation, and Ross Hemphill, RCHemphill Solutions John Howat, National Consumer Law …
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